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We performed functional magnetic resonance measurements
involving visual stimuli on 10 children. Half of the children were
measured awake, the other half were measured under light
Sevoflurane anesthesia corresponding to 0.5 mean alveolar con-
centration. Each child was presented with a flashed and a revers-
ing checkerboard, which previous investigations have shown to
induce identical increases in cerebral blood flow. The latter
stimulus activated double the number of neurons as the former so
that cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (CMRO2)
was doubled, leading to an effective rise of the oxygen extraction
fraction. We measured the extent of activation by counting the
number of activated pixels and assessed the change in CMRO2

by measuring the change in the local deoxyhemoglobin (HbR)
concentration, using change in spin relaxivity. In both groups of
children, the extent of activation was larger for the flashed than
the reversing checkerboard, although the absolute number of
activated voxels was smaller for the children who were measured
under anesthesia. The HbR concentration was significantly
higher during the presentation of the reversing compared with the

flashed checkerboard. The relative change in the HbR concen-
tration to the flashed and reversing checkerboard was the same in
the children who were measured under anesthesia as in the
children who were measured awake. We conclude that light
levels of anesthesia may reduce the extent of activation but does
not unduly influence either CMRO2 or cerebral blood flow, thus
preserving the blood oxygenation level– dependent signal
amplitude. (Pediatr Res 56: 104–110, 2004)

Abbreviations
BOLD, blood oxygenation level dependent
CBF, cerebral blood flow
CMRO2, cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption
fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging
HbR, deoxyhemoglobin
MAC, mean alveolar concentration
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging
�R2*, change in spin relaxivity

Our understanding of the neuronal mechanisms involved in
sensory and cognitive processes has advanced considerably
with the advent of modern imaging methods. Functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) makes use of the blood oxy-
genation level–dependent (BOLD) signal to visualize brain
activity. The BOLD signal relies on the paramagnetic proper-
ties of deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) as a concentration-dependent,

endogenous contrast agent. The increase in neuronal activity
induced by a stimulus is quickly followed by a vascular
response. Increasing neuronal activity leads to an increase in
cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (CMRO2),
which in turn increases the rate at which oxyhemoglobin is
converted to HbR. The increase in the local HbR concentration
is offset by the vascular response, resulting in an increase in the
magnetization signal, commonly referred to as the BOLD
response.

The noninvasive nature of fMRI makes it an ideal tool for
imaging brain activity in children to follow maturational
changes and to obtain an insight into the development of the
human CNS (1–4). Performing and interpreting functional
imaging data of the immature brain presents scientists with two
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main difficulties. The first is the difficulty of finding a normal
cohort. The second and perhaps more important difficulty is
that children, particularly young children, more often than not
have to be measured during natural or induced sleep (2,3,5–8).

The influence on the BOLD signal of testing children under
natural and induced sleep has been the subject of several
investigations. The conclusions drawn from these unfortu-
nately are still contradictory. Some reported that the incidence
of negative BOLD responses increases during natural sleep
(2,5) or induced sleep (9), suggesting an increase in the HbR
concentration as a result of an attenuation of the vascular
response. Others reported that the sedative agent reduces the
neuronal activity (6,7,10). The above studies have shown clear
differences in the BOLD response during natural or induced
sleep, but its origin is still uncertain. If fMRI measurements are
to assist our understanding of the functional changes resulting
from cerebral maturation, then it is necessary to determine
which factors change during sleep and how these manifest
themselves in the BOLD response.

We investigated whether the anesthetic agent Sevoflurane
altered the BOLD response in visual cortex by attenuating the
neuronal activity or the vascular response. The main obstacle
that needed to be overcome was that the neuronal activity and
the vascular response seem to be linked. Increasing the neuro-
nal activity increases the cerebral blood flow (CBF), and vice
versa. What was needed was a set of stimuli with either the
identical levels of neuronal activity or identical CBF responses.
In their seminal work, linking the CBF response in visual
cortex to stimulus frequency, Fox and Raichle (11) used a
flashed and reversing stimulus to overcome the confounding
effects of stimulus frequency and mean stimulus intensity. On
the CBF response of the flashed and reversing stimulus at the
different frequencies, the authors concluded, “The response
curves of the local blood flow change as a function of stimulus
rate demonstrate the near identity of the regional response,
despite differences between the two stimulus modalities in
luminance, pattern, distance from retina and degrees subtended
in the visual field.” The flashed and reversing stimuli induce
identical CBF responses in visual cortex.

We used a flashed and reversing checkerboard as shown in
Figure 1. Both stimuli subtended the same visual angle and so
projected on the same area of visual cortex. Because of the
topographic organization of the visual cortex, the reversing
checkerboard will activate all of the visual, cortical area onto
which it projects, whereas the flashed checkerboard will acti-
vate only half of the area. Doubling the area of visual cortex
being activated doubles the number of cells being activated,
which in turn doubles the CMRO2. Both stimuli induced
identical increases in CBF so that doubling the CMRO2 dou-
bles the oxygen extraction fraction, which doubles the local
HbR concentration. If the anesthetic agent Sevoflurane atten-
uates the neuronal activity more than the CBF, then the local
HbR concentration would decrease and the BOLD signal am-
plitude increase. If the neuronal activity is reduced less than the
vascular response, then the local HbR concentration would
increase and the BOLD signal amplitude decrease. The ques-
tion that we aimed to address is whether the neuronal metabolic

activity (CMRO2) or the CBF is more strongly altered when
children are measured during Sevoflurane anesthesia.

METHODS

Subjects. We performed fMRI on 10 children (five boys and
five girls). The children who were measured under anesthesia
were measured as part of a diagnostic MRI session that had to
be performed under anesthesia because clinical indications
necessitated it. Because these children usually displayed or
were suspected of a medical condition warranting a diagnostic
MRI, it was important to set strict inclusion and exclusion
criteria. We excluded children with metabolic anomalies or
micro-, macro-, or hydrencephaly, children had experienced
hypoxic asphyxia, and children who had abnormalities of the
visual system or had a tumor in the cortex located posterior to
the central sulcus. Table 1 shows the clinical indications of the
children who were measured under anesthesia in our study.

The children who were tested awake were recruited from a
pool of normal, healthy children. The mean age of the children
who were tested under anesthesia was 8.3 y (range, 7.1–10.2

Figure 1. The four different checkerboard stimuli used in our investigation.
(A and C) The flashed checkerboard. (B and D) The reversing checkerboard.

Table 1. Clinical indicators that led to a diagnostic MRI being
prescribed

Child measured under anesthesia Clinical indicator

A1 Cranial fracture
A2 Spinal MRI
A3 Tumor in extremity
A4 Spinal MRI
A5 Tumor in medulla
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y); that of the children who were tested awake was 9.1 y
(range, 6.7–11.6 y). The testing procedure was approved by the
hospital’s ethics committee. Informed parental and child con-
sent was obtained in each case.

Anesthetic management. All anesthetic procedures were
carried out by the hospital’s anesthetist. The hospital guide-
lines on performing of MRI under anesthesia were adhered to
at all times. Each patient was administered an oral dose of
Midazolam (Dormicum, 0.5 mg/kg; maximum dose of 10 mg).
This is a short-acting sedative and is used routinely to prepare
patients for anesthesia. Anesthesia was initiated using Sevoflu-
rane administered via a breathing mask. Nitrous oxide was
avoided so as not to have to contend with the influence of two
anesthetic agents. Tracheal intubation followed. The muscle
relaxant pancuronium bromide (Pavulon, 0.1 mg/kg) was ad-
ministered. Breathing and anesthesia were thereafter controlled
via a mechanical ventilator. Throughout the entire MRI ses-
sion, all vital signs including rectal body temperature, respira-
tory rate, heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation,
and expiratory CO2 were monitored constantly by the anes-
thetic team. Expiratory CO2 levels were kept between 4.8 and
6.0%.

The depth of anesthesia is measured using the mean alveolar
concentration (MAC). One MAC is defined as the concentra-
tion of a specific anesthetic agent at which half of the patients
still respond to a noxious stimulus (e.g. surgical incision) (12).
We performed our fMRI measurements with an anesthetic
level of 0.5 MAC using the anesthetic agent Sevoflurane in an
oxygen-air mixture. This level of anesthesia is considered light
(12–14). In children who were measured under anesthesia, the
eyelids were kept open using eyelid retractors made of tita-
nium. Before applying the lid retractors, a short-term, local
analgesic agent (Alocaine; Alcon Pharmaceuticals, Mumbai,
India) was administered to the eye. This agent has no influence
on the pupil or the lens. The conjunctiva and cornea were
protected using a clear gel (Viscotears; Novartis, Switzerland).
In applying the gel, we ensured that it sealed the eye and that
it set to an even surface to minimize optical distortion of our
image. We waited until the end-tidal, expiratory concentration
of Sevoflurane corresponded to 0.5 MAC before commencing
our fMRI measurements. In the time required for the anesthesia
level to stabilize at 0.5 MAC, the clinic performed a diagnostic
MRI measurement so as not to unduly delay the examination of
the child. After the anesthetist signaled that the level of anes-
thesia was at 0.5 MAC and stable, the functional measurements
commenced. The fMRI measurements did not exceed 15 min.
At the end of the fMRI measurements, the eyelid retractors
were removed and the protective gel was washed out. The eyes
were then taped shut, as is customary for the institute when
diagnostic MRI is being performed under anesthesia. The
children who were tested awake were instructed to keep their
eyes in the middle of the radial checkerboard and avoid large
eye movements.

Apparatus. Measurements were performed on a 2 Tesla
Bruker Tomikon S200 whole-body scanner (Bruker-Medical,
Ettlingen, Germany) using a surface coil operated in cross-coil
mode. This coil had been modified by affixing a surface-coated
mirror to it in such a way that an image projected onto a

translucent screen at the back of the magnet could be reflected
to the subject’s eyes. The coil was positioned so that it was
most sensitive to signals from the occipital lobe. Inspecting
Figure 1 reveals a signal intensity loss in the anterior part of the
brain. This is the result of the signal loss caused by our use of
a surface coil. The advantage of using a surface coil is that we
had a higher sensitivity in the region of the visual cortex.

Functional imaging was performed using a single-shot, gra-
dient-echo, EPI sequence with the following parameters: rep-
etition time, 2000 ms; effective echo time, 58 ms; spectral
width of 100 kHz; and a tip angle of 90 degrees. We also used
a fat-suppression pulse with a 350-Hz bandwidth. A package of
14 slices with a thickness of 4.5 mm and a gap of 1 mm was
placed horizontally through the calcarine sulcus so that the
lowest slice coincided with the base of the occipital lobe. We
ensured that the slice package was positioned in such a way
that the entire posterior occipital cortex, including striate cor-
tex, was included. The field of view measured 25 � 25 cm with
a matrix size of 128 � 64 pixels, resulting in a spatial
resolution of 2.0 � 4.1 mm. The EPI images were then
reconstructed to a matrix size of 128 � 128 elements, includ-
ing zero filling.

Stimuli. Our stimuli consisted of two checkerboard pairs as
shown in Figure 1. Each radial checkerboard subtended a
visual angle of 36 by 36 degrees at a viewing distance of
1.13 m. We presented both a high-luminance contrast (black
and white) and a low-luminance, high-chromatic contrast (red
and blue) checkerboard pair.

Each checkerboard pair consisted of a flashed and a revers-
ing checkerboard. The white elements of a checkerboard rep-
resented half of the area of the stimulus. All elements of the
reversing checkerboard inverted their luminance contrast,
whereas only half of the elements (the white elements) did so
in the flashed checkerboard. We used a reversal frequency of 1
Hz, with each reversal lasting 500 ms. This is slower than the
frequency used in other studies. In adults, a temporal frequency
of 8 Hz leads to the largest CBF response (11,15–17), whereas
the maximum increase in CMRO2 has been observed at 4 Hz
(11,15–18). Our reason for choosing this frequency is that the
lower temporal and spatial frequencies have a better response
by the immature visual system (19–23).

The luminance of the stimulus elements was measured using
a luminance metre (LS 110; Minolta, Osaka, Japan). The
luminance of the white elements was 144 cd/m2; that of the
black background was 0.4 cd/m2. The luminance contrast ratio
was 365:1. The luminance of the blue elements was 5.4 cd/m2;
that of the red background was 29.3 cd/m2. The luminance
contrast ratio was 5.5:1.

Procedure. Each measurement started with 10 dummy
scans, intended to bring the spin system into a steady state.
These scans were immediately discarded. The actual measure-
ments started with 10 control scans (20 s), during which the
subject viewed a static image of the checkerboard stimulus.
Ten stimulation scans (20 s) followed, during which either the
flashed or the reversing checkerboard was presented. This
cycle of control and stimulation period was repeated five times.
The presentation order of the stimuli was randomized between
subjects.
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Data analysis. We used the commercial package MEDx 3.4
(Medical Numerics Inc., Sterling, VA, U.S.A.) to analyze our
functional data. We followed the procedure described of Boy-
nton et al. (24) and divided our data analysis into two inde-
pendent steps. First, we located the activated picture elements
or voxels using the standard approach for fMRI studies. A
motion correction using the automated image registration (25)
was applied. This was followed by an intensity normalization,
which adjusted the mean of the data to a value of 1000.
Furthermore, a multilinear correction for baseline drift was
applied. Activated voxels were determined using a cross-
correlation analysis. The activated voxels detected were then
subjected to a Bonferroni correction to correct for multiple
testing. The correction threshold was obtained by convolving
the uncorrected threshold (p � 0.05) with the number of voxels
in a mask restricting the correction to the subject’s head. The
x, y, and z coordinates of each corrected, activated voxel was
noted. These coordinates were then used to extract the time
series data. We identified those voxels located within the
calcarine sulcus and selected only these for our analysis.

On the basis of the time series data, we determined the
change in HbR concentration by calculating the change in the
spin relaxivity (�R2*) between the baseline and each time
point (26–29). We defined our baseline signal (Sb) as the
average, transverse magnetization signal of the 10 control
scans of the first cycle. We calculated �R2* using �R2* �
(�1/TE) � ln(St/Sb), where TE is the echo time, St is the mean
transverse magnetization signal at a specific time point, and Sb

is the baseline signal (29). A �R2* value of 0 is indicative of
no change in the HbR concentration between the time point and
the baseline. A positive �R2* value is associated with a
negative BOLD response as it indicates an increase in the
concentration of HbR compared with the baseline. A negative
�R2* value is associated with a positive BOLD response as it
indicates a decrease in the concentration of HbR from the
baseline. The �R2* amplitude is proportional to the change in
HbR concentration from the baseline.

RESULTS

We examined the extent of activation as measured by the
number of activated pixels and the change in the local concen-
tration of HbR using the �R2*. Because of the number of
subjects tested and because previous studies have shown that
the luminance contrast and the chromatic contrast stimuli
yielded the same result (30), we combined the data from the
luminance and chromatic contrast stimuli. Unless otherwise
stated, all statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 10
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, U.S.A.). The data were analyzed
using repeated measures of the general linear model with
stimulus and state of consciousness as factors. For brevity, we
provide only details of the statistical analyses that yielded a p
� 0.05. We included ETA2 as a measure of the size of the
effect independent of sample size.

Positive BOLD response. Figure 2 depicts the location of
the activated voxels as projected onto an anatomic MR image
of a child measured awake and a child measured under anes-
thesia. We noted that the extent of activation was larger for the

flashed than the reversing stimulus (FWilks � 10.874, df �
1,20, p � 0.005, ETA2 � 0.437). There was a significant
interaction between the state in which the children were tested
(FWilks � 12.664; df � 1,20, p � 0.003, ETA2 � 0.475).

The children who were measured awake yielded a larger
number of activated voxels than the children who were mea-
sured under anesthesia. This is illustrated in Figure 3A. Exam-
ining the �R2* for the flashed then the reversing checkerboard
stimulus, we found a lower HbR concentration for the former
than the latter (FWilks � 4.761, df � 1,12, p � 0.05, ETA2 �
0.281). There was no significant interaction between the size of
the �R2* change and whether the children were tested awake
and under anesthesia (Fig. 3B).

Negative BOLD response. We found no statistically signif-
icant differences in either the extent of activation (Fig. 4A) or
the peak �R2* (Fig. 4B) between the children who were tested
awake and under anesthesia. Finally, we found no statistically
significant correlation between the number of activated voxels
with a positive BOLD response and the number of activated
voxels with a negative BOLD response.

DISCUSSION

Our study has shown that, although the extent of activation
was affected considerably by the light level of Sevoflurane
anesthesia used, the BOLD signal amplitude was not. If the
BOLD signal amplitude was not altered, then neither the
neuronal metabolic activity nor the vascular response could
have been adversely influenced by light anesthesia. The results
from fMRI under light anesthesia therefore are comparable to
those obtained from the awake child. In the succeeding sec-
tions, we discuss some of the most important issues.

Figure 2. The location of the activated voxels to our flashed and reversing
checkerboard stimuli in a child who was measured awake and a child who was
measured under Sevoflurane anesthesia. The number of activated voxels may
be smaller in the child who was measured under anesthesia, but it is still
evident that the presentation of the flashed checkerboard induced a larger
number of activated voxels than the reversing checkerboard.
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Role of consciousness in visual processing. Because one
group of children in our study was measured awake and the
other under light anesthesia, it is important to examine the
possible role of consciousness on our measurements. There is
evidence that the lower visual areas are not entirely driven by
the retinal input alone and that feedback projections also
influence the neuronal activity. Our study revealed a close
agreement in the BOLD signal amplitude between the awake
and the anesthetized group to our stimuli. We interpret this as
indicating that the BOLD response in our study was almost
entirely due to the activation of a mechanism driven by the
retinal input. Having a mechanism that is unaltered by con-
sciousness may not provide any insight into the contribution of
the cognitive development to visual perception. Our study
instead provides a means of understanding the development of
the hard-wired side of visual perception. Once this aspect is
understood, the contribution made by the cognitive develop-
ment in visual perception can be more readily distinguished
from the more mechanical aspect.

Defining neuronal activity. Neuronal activity has tradition-
ally been equated with the electrical discharge activity of
neurons. fMRI using the BOLD signal detects changes in the
HbR concentration within a region of cortex that can be as
small as 1 mm3. This small volume, however, will contain
millions of cells. The oxidative metabolism within this volume
will depend not only on the electrical discharge activity of a
group of cells but also and probably more so on the number of
cells being activated.

Influence of our stimuli on the CBF. We were not able to
include a CBF measurement for ethical reasons. Measuring the
CBF response would have doubled the time required to com-
plete our fMRI session or would have involved subjecting the
children to a positron emission tomography measurement to
obtain an accurate assessment of the CBF response (31).
Instead, we relied on the published positron emission tomog-
raphy data of Fox and Raichle (11), demonstrating that the
CBF response to a flashed and a reversing stimulus is identical.
Also, our finding that the �R2* was larger for the flashed than

Figure 3. The mean number of activated voxels and the peak �R2* for the
positive BOLD response. (A) The extent of activation using the mean number
of activated voxels to the flashed and the reversing checkerboard. �, Children
who were measured awake; �, children measured during anesthesia. (B) The
peak �R2* associated with the flashed and the reversing checkerboard stim-
ulus. �, Children who were measured awake; �, children who were tested
under anesthesia. The error bars indicate the SEM. The closer the mean peak
�R2* value is to 0, the smaller the difference in the HbR concentration is
compared with the baseline value.

Figure 4. The mean number of activated voxels and the peak �R2* for the
negative BOLD response. (A) The extent of activation using the mean number
of activated voxels to the flashed and the reversing checkerboard. �, Children
measured awake; �, children who were measured during anesthesia. (B) The
peak �R2* associated with the flashed and the reversing checkerboard stim-
ulus. �, Children who were measured awake; �, children who were tested
under anesthesia. The closer the peak �R2* value is to 0, the smaller the
difference in the HbR concentration is compared with the baseline value. The
bars indicate the SEM.
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the reversing checkerboard is consistent with the prediction by
Buxton (32) for stimuli with identical CBF responses but
different CMRO2 loads. These observations confirm that our
checkerboard stimuli did induce identical CBF responses.

Neuronal activity and the BOLD response. In previous
fMRI investigations, the electrical activity of a neuronal pop-
ulation has been manipulated by varying the stimulus contrast
(26–28,33–36) or stimulus frequency (11,15–18). In our study,
the flashed and reversing checkerboards had the same lumi-
nance contrast and the same stimulus frequency. The neuronal
electrical discharge activity associated with the two stimuli
should therefore be identical. The reversing checkerboard,
however, activated twice as many neurons as the flashed
checkerboard. This enabled us to examine the influence of
CMRO2 on the BOLD response. This being the case, the
oxygen requirements resulting from an increase in the CMRO2

would have to be drawn from the identical blood volume.
Increasing CMRO2 would increase the oxygen extraction frac-
tion and so increase in the concentration of HbR in the venous
blood.

We first consider the voxels with a positive BOLD response
as these represent the standard BOLD response reported in
most fMRI studies. Figure 3B shows that the peak �R2* was
larger during the presentation of the flashed than the reversing
checkerboard. This finding shows that the local HbR concen-
tration reached a lower level during the flashed than during the
reversing checkerboard. This is consistent with our view that
the CMRO2 was lower during the flashed than during the
reversing checkerboard stimulus, whereas the CBF response
was identical for the two stimuli.

The negative BOLD response is harder to interpret as we
found no difference in either the extent of activation (Fig. 4A)
or the peak �R2* (Fig. 4B) to the flashed and the reversing
checkerboard. This suggests that the negative BOLD response
is not related to either CMRO2 or CBF but to some other factor.

Influence of anesthesia on the positive BOLD response.
We first discuss the extent of activation as indicated by the
number of activated voxels. The children who were measured
under light anesthesia yielded fewer activated voxels than the
children who were measured awake. This indicated to us that
anesthesia may have lowered the absolute number of activated
voxels but that the relative difference between the stimuli was
preserved. However, the flashed checkerboard still yielded the
larger extent of activation than the reversing checkerboard in
both groups of children (Fig. 3A). We found no difference in
the peak �R2*, so the change in the local HbR concentration
to our stimuli was the same for the children who were tested
awake and under Sevoflurane anesthesia. This suggests that the
anesthetic agent Sevoflurane at a concentration of 0.5MAC did
not alter CMRO2 or interfere with CBF.

A reduction in the extent of activation during anesthesia but
a preservation of the CMRO2 and the CBF response reflects the
idea that conscious processing depends on synchronized activ-
ity across several neuronal nets (37–42). The loss of con-
sciousness results in a loss of synchronized activity across
different neuronal nets, reducing the extent over which syn-
chronized activation takes place while leaving the neuronal
activity in the core net unaffected.

Influence of anesthesia on the negative BOLD response.
The origin of the negative BOLD response is still not com-
pletely understood, but it is the result of an increase in the local
HbR concentration. A number of studies have noted that the
negative BOLD response increases in neonates compared with
infants and young children (7), if subjects are measured during
natural sleep (2,5) or sleep resulting from the administration of
a sedative agent (6,9). We were interested in examining
whether the light level of Sevoflurane anesthesia used in our
study increased the incidence of a negative BOLD response.
There was no difference in either the extent of activation or the
CMRO2 between the children who were tested awake and
under light anesthesia. The negative BOLD response does not
seem to be influenced in any way by anesthesia. The difference
in finding with respect to the negative BOLD response between
our investigation and previous studies may be due to our
having used an anesthetic agent (Sevoflurane) rather than a
sedative agent.

Performing fMRI measurements under anesthesia. The
extent of activation can best be thought of as the window
through which we can measure the neuronal activation,
whereas the peak �R2* represents the neuronal metabolic
activity. Provided that the window is not lost, the CMRO2 and
the CBF are comparable to that seen in children who are
measured awake. Performing fMRI measurements on children
under Sevoflurane anesthesia will yield a BOLD signal ampli-
tude that is a reliable indicator of the underlying neuronal
activity. With the necessary care and precaution, it is possible
to examine specific aspects of cerebral maturation using fMRI
and compare the results between young children who were
measured under light Sevoflurane anesthesia and older children
who were measured awake. Whether this applies to other
anesthetic agents and thus can be generalized will require
further investigation.
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